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The following article is taken from Insights into the Lives of William Henry and Sarah Elizabeth Dodge.  

The complete book can be seen on the Southwest Arm Historical Society  

website under the window Resource/Publications. 

 

Down To Labrador   
by Winston Dodge 

 
Residents of the Island of Newfoundland have regarded travel to Labrador as "going down north to 

Labrador" (or, more precisely, "the Labrador") rather than the usual geographical conventional way of 

regarding north as being "up". To Newfoundlanders the north has almost always been perceived as the 

Labrador portion of the province. 

A fishing trip to Labrador required a great deal of planning and preparation. Usually in the month of 

May, Pop would take a load of lumber, which he had cut and sawed from his own saw mill and it was 

brought to Baine Johnson Company, one of the wel known fish merchants in St. John’s at that time. 

(Building seen below)  

 

An alternative buyer was Saunders and Howell in Carbonear. The picture below shows Pop’s schooner 

tied to Baine Johnson’s wharf. Maybe he was picking up supplies to go. 

In St. John’s. proceeds from the sale of the lumber partially paid for supplies which would be needed for 

their fishing expedition and also food supplies for the family while he was away. In addition to plenty of 

the basic food supplies, there would be gas, fishing gear and salt for the fish. The remainder would be 

paid in the fall, after the trip was finished. 

Once the schooner was loaded and the crew ready, Pop would leave Little Harbour early in June 

(perhaps the 6th). Eric recalls his trip. Pop was the skipper; Jonah was engineer. Arthur Jacobs was cook 
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and other crew members who did the fishing were Bill, Eric, Uncle Grenfield Soper, Uncle Tom Stringer, 

Bill Peddle and Ernie Norris. 

 

The trip normally took one week, provided there was no ice to hamper them. After leaving Little 

Harbour around 10:0 – 1:0am, their first stop would be Trinity where they stayed for the night. Then 

Seldom would be the next stop. If the weather was favourable and there was no ice, they would 

continue on down across the straits to Battle Harbour and from there, they sailed to Cartwright for a 

night stop. Groswater Bay and Injun Islands would be their final destination and from there they would 

do their fishing.  

Cod fish were plentiful, as well as salmon, and many schooners joined them on these trips. They put out 

three traps in al and then they were checked and emptied on a daily basis. Once the fish were on the 

schooner, then the men were kept busy again. Strict procedures had to be followed to produce the 

highest quality of dried salted cod. 

Pop and Uncle Grenfield were the ‘splitters’ and Tom Stringer helped out as needed. Their job was to 

remove the sound bones and the centre of the fish. Then the ‘throat cutters’ (usualy Eric and Bil Dodge) 

did exactly that; cut the throats and slit the fish for the ‘headers’ They were usually Bill Peddle and Tom 

who removed the guts and the heads. Ernie helped with salting and sometimes when needed helped to 

clean the fish.  
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After that process, the fish were cleaned, split, salted and then stored in the mid-ship area of the 

schooner (below the deck). When the schooner was fully loaded, it would be time to head home. The 

whole trip away lasted about three months. Pop and Eric are seen in the picture below,  hauling up the 

trap. 

 

The crew worked long and hard at sea, so it was necessary to have a full time cook (Arthur Jacobs) so 

that nourishing hot meals were available when they needed them. Sunday was always a day of rest, and 

in the morning, Pop and Tom Stringer had a Bible reading and a prayer before breakfast. Pop was a 

godly man and loved to read his Bible and say his prayers. 

Once back in Little Harbour, the fish was taken out of the schooner and the traps were spread out to dry 

on the beaches or across the fences. Then the crew took the fish and thoroughly washed of the salt and 

removed any darkened film from the napes. After that he fish was placed on flakes to dry, for 3-4 days 

of ‘sun’.19 

Once the fish was ready, it was loaded back on the schooner and then taken to St. John’s to the 

merchants. Pop, of course was dealing with Baine Johnson. Fishermen rarely received the full worth of 

their fish. On the trip Eric remembers, they had 1034 quantiles (pronounced kan tels) of god dried cod 

(about 12 pounds per quantile) 

Once the transaction was made, about one half of the catch was taken to pay of outstanding bills from 

the trip (fishing gear, gas, salt, food and any miscellaneous expenses). The remainder of the catch was 

then divided among the crew members. When young boys went on such a trip to Labrador, they 
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received one half share on their first rip; three quarter share on their second trip and full share on their 

third trip. Eric received about five hundred dollars for his share. With Pop’s share, he bought clothes, 

shoes, bots and food. Food staples were bought in barrels, sacks or boxes. This included : 

28 Sacks of Flour   5 Sacks of Sugar    2 Boxes of Tea 

Box of Solo Butter   Baking powder    Navy beans 

Split yellow Peas   White Rice    Prunes 

Ginger Snaps    Plain Biscuits    Sweet Biscuits 

Barrel of Apples   Raisins     Apricots 

Dried Apple    Spices     Molasses 

Salted Pork    Salt Beef    Hard Bread 

He also brought home from Labrador a tub of salted Salmon. Some of the food items were stored in the 

Grub House (small shed). The rest was stored upstairs in a spare bedroom. The room at that time had no 

window so we called it the dark room. 


